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Abstract

This paper introduces a database system for the examination committee surveillances. The system is implemented in TOTAL database management system. The end user interacts easily with the menu-driven TOTAL surveillance system through an application program. The application program acts as a simple query language since TOTAL does not support built-in query language. This query language allows the user to insert, modify and delete data in the database. It also allows the user to check data about examination and staff data sets and outputs surveillance tables for a faculty member, a grade or a date. An evaluation model has been built to evaluate the implemented system performance, search and retrieval times for output lists are measured and contrasted against modeled times under different loads.
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1. Introduction

Database technology allows an organization’s data to be processed as an integral whole. Integration of data offers several important advantages. The integrated data should be compatible. In effect, more information can be obtained from existing data. Information may be considered as knowledge derived from stored data. More advantages of database systems are full (or partial) elimination of data duplication and application program/data independence.

Due to above advantages many practical information systems
are built as database applications. This paper introduces a surveillance of university examination system as an information system to be analyzed, designed and implemented in TOTAL database.

TOTAL represents data in network structure. It consists of master and variable data sets. A master data set may linked to zero variable data set (independent master) or it may be linked to one or more variables. A variable data set has to dependent and must be attached to one or more than one master data sets. The logical master records can be accessed directly by respective control keys. The logical variable records are chained in groups. Each variable group is attached to a unique logical master record in a related master data set. The chaining provides the access paths which are stored within data records, hence there is no need to have separate cross references. A master record contains a pointer to the first record of the variable chained group and another pointer to the last record of the same variable group. A variable record has two access paths to the next record and to the previous record in the variable group. A variable record may have more than one control key, one for each group to which it is chained.

This network of data sets (masters and variables) is defined described and maintained as a unit separate from the application programs by data base definition language. TOTAL provides also a data manipulation language (dm1) to access and manipulate the data. A user may use dm1 in an application program which is written in a programming language supporting subroutine call statement to call TOTAL. An application program may work with a portion of the whole database for which schema has to be declared in the application program.

Section 2 describes the surveillance examination system analysis, design and implementation. Section 3 evaluates the implemented system and section 4 concludes the paper. Sample of output tables are given in Appendix A.

2. The Surveillance System Design and Implementation

The system handles different types of data: staff data, place data, date data, grade data and subject data. The interpretation of the associations between these data types is that grade is examined on subject at date in place under staff observation. An example of faculty of engineering examination is considered as samples of data to be loaded in the database and to be tested for system evaluation. The grade may be considered as group, section or whole rank of students. For our sample of data, we describe the faculty grades as: first year electrical (1ec), second year electrical (2ec), third year civil (3civ), fourth year mechanical (4mech) and so on. It is assumed that there is only one examination period per grade per day.
2.1 Data Definition

For staff data type, staff identification number (id), name and degree are considered. The staff attendance may be kept track. Place number, place name and place size (in terms of maximum allowable number of seats) are considered for place data set. It is also considered the grades as grade id, grade specialization and the grade total number of students who have the right to attend the exams. The subjects of each grade are analyzed to keep data about exam period for each subject and other comments (like open book exam or not).

We implement the system as four master records and one variable record linked to all of them as in the following figure.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>staff</th>
<th>place</th>
<th>grade</th>
<th>subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
```

TOTAL record name is restricted to be four characters. The staff, grade, subject and place master records have names as staff, subj, grad, and place respectively. The control keys for staff, grade, subject and place master records are s_id, g_id, j_id and p_id respectively. schd is the schedule variable record consisting of the four control fields since each logical variable record is chained into four different groups as the staff group, place group, subject group and grade group. The logical variable record structure is shown below.

```
| s_id | p_id | g_id | j_id | date | period | attendance |
```

There are three extra fields in schd variable record which are date, period and attendance fields. The date and period correspond to the exam date and period. The attendance field keeps track of the staff attendance on this date and period.

2.2 Application Programs

The end user may communicate the menu-driven system through an application program which is written in Fortran. The application program is independent of data definition. The program supports three types of queries: summary type, report type and yes/no type. The summary type contains queries as:
The number of observations for a staff
number of attendance and absence for staff
number of exams for a grade
number of busy days for a place
what are the examination places for a grade
what is the examination date for a subject

The report type includes queries demanding lists as its response.
Examples of this type are:

- a staff surveillance schedule
- a place examination schedule
- a grade examination table
- list of exams held at given date

The yes/no type asks for yes or no response like checking if certain staff was absent at certain date.

The application program may also be used to load and update the database files through Add, Delete, Update functions.

We consider for demonstration and evaluation purposes four report queries in detail: list staff surveillance schedule, list place examination schedule, list grade examination table and list date examination schedule. The opening menu of the system has three options: Access, Manipulate and Exit and they are self explanatory. By selecting A for Access the system responds by showing query type menu which contains three types as discussed before: Report, Summary, Yes/no and Upper_menu. By selecting R for Report the system responds by showing reporting menu with four items where each item corresponds to a report. The four reports are listed above. The user may select one of them (by typing s for staff schedule, p for place schedule, g for grade table or d for date schedule) or return to upper menu which is query type menu. By selecting s the system responds by asking the user to input the staff id. By accepting the staff id the system prints error message if it is illegal id (the input staff id does not match any s_id in the staff master records otherwise the system asks the user to select one of two output media (Terminal or Printer) to continue processing the query. The system returns to the reporting menu when the processing is done. The other reports are processed in the same way with an appropriate input (grade id for grade table, place id for place schedule and date for date schedule). The flow charts of staff schedule, grade table and date schedule are given in figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Sample of output lists are given in Appendix A.
3. The Surveillance System Evaluation

The two considered parameters for the surveillance system evaluation are search time (st) and retrieval time (rt). The search time is the time to locate a master record. The retrieval time is the consumed time to access a list of variable records. The disk characteristics factors affecting the search and retrieval times are transfer time per unit of storage (ut), blocking factor (bf), size of records stored in the block (rs), block random access time (bt), cylinder size (cs), number of blocks in cylinder (cf) and cylinder random access time (ct).

The search time may be approximated to be the cylinder random access time (ct) plus the block random access time (bt) plus the random access time of a master record (rt) plus the multiplication of the transfer time of storage unit (ut) by master record length (ml) as expressed in equation (1). The rt depends on the physical storage policy of TOTAL files.

The retrieval time of a variable list depends on the list length. The list length may be expressed as the number of cylinders (cn) and the number of blocks in a cylinder (bn) on which the list expands. So the retrieval time may be considered as the sum of three parts of time: the time to randomly seek a cylinder multiplied by the number of cylinders on which the list expands (may be called as variable cylinders), the time to randomly access a block multiplied by the number of blocks on which the variable list are stored within a cylinder (may be called variable blocks) for all the variable cylinders (cn) and the time to transfer a unit of storage multiplied by the variable record length (vl) multiplied by the number of variable records per a variable block per a variable cylinder (rn) for each variable block for each variable cylinder.

In general case bn differs from cylinder to cylinder and rn differs from block to block. The distribution of variable blocks on cylinders and the variable records on blocks depend on the requested list (query) and other factors like the secondary storage allocation policy of the operating system under which the TOTAL dbms is running. Equation (2) shows the general expression to compute the retrieval time and it depends on the query since the variable list is supposed to be query dependent.

For simplicity we may assume that the variable blocks and the variable records are uniformly distributed on the variable cylinders and the variable blocks respectively and we may also assume that the variable records number for all the lists are the same (taken as the total number of the loaded variable records) which means that bn and rn are taken as constants. The retrieval time under above assumptions is expressed in equation (3).
\[ st = ct + bt + rt + ut \times ml \]  

(1)

\[ rt = (cn \times ct) + (bt \times \sum_{i=1}^{cn} b_i) + (vl \times ut \times \sum_{i=1}^{cn} \sum_{j=1}^{bn} r_{ij}) \]  

(2)

where

- \( b_i \): number of blocks on which the variable records of the required list expanded in cylinder \( i \).
- \( r_{ij} \): number of variable records of the required list in block \( i \), cylinder \( j \).

\[ rt = cn \times ct + cn \times bn \times bt + cn \times bn \times rn \times vl \times ut \]  

(3)

The system was implemented on an Interdata 32-bit machine with disk characteristics as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ut</td>
<td>8 us</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bs</td>
<td>512 by</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bt</td>
<td>.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cs</td>
<td>5 mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ct</td>
<td>.5 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ms: millisecond  
us: microsecond  
mb: megabyte  
by: byte

Following the above evaluation model, we can compute the time for processing a database query under the assumption that
forty records are loaded into the database. We only consider the report query type. Consider the schedule staff list as discussed in above section. The user inputs the staff number and then the system locates the staff (assuming it is a valid staff id) and then retrieves the variable list of this staff. The staff master record length (ml) is 48 byte and the variable record length is 50 byte. It is assumed that all loaded variable records are stored in one cylinder and they are uniformly distributed on the blocks. Since the block length is 512, the variable record length is 50 and the number of loaded variable records are 40, so there are 10 variable records per block and the forty records are stored in 4 blocks. As discussed before it is assumed that all the forty variable records are chained with the inputted staff id. rt is taken to be .1 ms.

\[
rt = cn \times ct + bn \times bt + cn \times bn \times rn \times vl \times ut
\]

\[
= 1 \text{ (cylinder)} \times 0.5 \text{ (ms/cylinder)} + 5 \text{ (block)} \times 0.2 \text{ (ms/block)} + 4 \text{ (block/cylinder)} \times 16 \text{ (record/block)} \times 50 \text{ (byte/record)} \times 8 \text{ (us/byte)}
\]

\[= 0.5 \text{ (ms)} + 1 \text{ (ms)} + 16 \text{ (ms)}
\]

\[= 17.5 \text{ ms}
\]

The processing time for staff schedule list is measured through the application program to be compared with the modeled processing time. Under the same load (40 variable records) the measured results are as following:

average locate master record = 0.7 ms
average access variable list = 13.4 ms
total processing time = 14.1 ms.

The sinon and sinof times of TOTAL database is not considered. The difference between the measured and modeled processing times are due to the small load. We did the same calculations and the measurements under different load. Fig. 4 shows the relationships between the modeled time and the measured time under different loads. We may notice that the more loaded variable records is the closer between the modeled and the average measured times.
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4. Conclusion

The paper introduced the examination committee surveillances as an information system. The system is implemented in TOTAL database management system on Perkin Elemen 32-bit minicomputer. The end user interacts easily with the TOTAL surveillance system through an application program. The application program is written in Fortran and it acts as a simple query language since TOTAL does not support built-in query language. This query language supports three types of queries: the summary, the yes/no and the report types. It also allows the user to insert, modify and delete data in the database. A model for the system evaluation was introduced. Search and retrieval times for the system are measured and contrasted against modeled times under different load levels.
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Appendix A

Output Samples

Surveillance Schedule for Staff: Keda Mohamed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/05/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>upper hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/05/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>cafeteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13/05/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 13:00</td>
<td>cafeteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/06/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>restaurant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination Table at Date: 04/05/88

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place Name</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cafeteria</td>
<td>1elc</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cafeteria</td>
<td>3elv</td>
<td>13:00 - 16:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>upper hall</td>
<td>2mec</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examination Table for Grade: 1elc

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Place Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04/05/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>logic</td>
<td>cafeteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/05/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>electric</td>
<td>cafeteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/05/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>math</td>
<td>cafeteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/06/88</td>
<td>9:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>drawing</td>
<td>restaurant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>